
BOWL 57
BOWL 70

BOWL 57 fi re bowl with tripod
Fire Bowl: Ø 57 cm x 25 cm 
Weight fi re bowl: 4.5 kg 
Height of barbecue: 73.6 cm
Packing dimensions: 
59.5 x 59.5 x 32 (cm)
Height tripod unfolded: 58 cm
Height tripod folded (leg length): 
81 cm
Weight tripod: 2.2 kg
Art-no 00250, EAN 4064251002509

BOWL 57 fi re bowl with star stand
Fire Bowl: Ø 57 cm x 25 cm 
Weight fi re bowl: 4.5 kg
Height of barbecue: 41 cm 
Packing dimensions: 
59.5 x 59.5 x 36 (cm) 
Hight star stand: 22.2 cm
Weight star stand: 1.1 kg
Art-no 00249, EAN 4064251002493

BOWL 70 fi re bowl with tripod
Fire Bowl: Ø 70 cm x 32 cm
Weight fi re bowl: 8.6 kg 
Height of barbecue: 85 cm
Packing dimensions: 73 x 73 x 34 (cm)
Height tripod unfolded: 63 cm
Height tripod folded (leg length): 91 cm
Weight tripod: 3.5 kg
Art-no 00258, EAN 4064251002585

BOWL 70 fi re bowl with star stand
Fire Bowl: Ø 70 cm x 32 cm
Weight fi re bowl: 8.6 kg 
Height of barbecue: 48 cm 
Packing dimensions: 72.5 x 72.5 x 40.5 
(cm)
Hight star stand: 23 cm
Weight star stand: 2.0 kg
Art-no 00257, EAN 4064251002578

BOWL 57 | 70 – You raise the bar of your fi re experience a several notches higher with the new 
BOWL 57 and BOWL 70. Thanks to the perfected hemisphere and ash tray with optimised air supply, 
your fi re burns even cleaner and more pleasantly.

Its pure elegance and fascinating multifunctionality continue to ensure unforgettable barbecue 
evenings and cocktail parties around the fi re. Now available in two sizes, the BOWL 57 and the BOWL 
70, combined with the revised range of accessories, are a real highlight for BOWL professionals as 
well as BOWL novices!

BOWL 70
up to 50% larger grilling surface
25% stronger material 
many more friends around the fi re

NEW BOWL 70



BOWL 70 PLANCHA – Cooking on a hot surface heated by fi re 
- a tradition that dates back thousands of years, worldwide, 
in the most diverse cultural circles. In Spain it became the 
plancha, the Japanese call it teppanyaki. The variety of dishes, 
that can be cooked or grilled on a hot plate is countless. 
Thanks to the small outer rim fats and oils now stay exactly 
where they belong, where they belong - on the plancha.

BOWL 70 GRID – high rust resistance thanks to polished 
stainless steel and reinforced by three support points as 
well as an additional stability strut, the BOWL 70 barbecue 
grid guarantees lifelong fi re enjoyment. To take the culinary 
experience to the next level, the BOWL 70 grid can easily be 
combined with a plancha or a second half of the grill grid. 

BOWL 70 TRIPOD – In no time at all you can raise your BOWL 
70 to a comfortable standing height and reach your ideal 
grilling position (grill grid and plancha additionally available). 
The screwable BOWL 70 tripod shines with an even more 
fi ligree look while retaining the usual stability, which gives the 
BOWL a secure hold in a neutral or tilted position and allows 
you to enjoy the fi re without worries.

BOWL 70 STAR STAND – With the star stand, you can 
transform BOWL 70 into a fi re bowl with lounge atmosphere 
that won‘t make anyone want to get up any time soon. Whether 
horizontal with optional plancha and grill grid or tilted: With 
the star stand the heat is directed exactly where it is needed 
most.

Packing dimensions: 73.5 x 37 x 4 cm, Product weight: 6.7 kg
Artno 00263, EAN 4064251002639

Packing dimensions: 72 x 37 x 4.5 cm, Product weight: 2.1 kg
Art-no 00264, EAN 4064251002646

Packing dimensions: 54 x 11 x 12.5 cm, Product weight: 3.5 kg
Art-no 00260, EAN 4064251002608

Packing dimensions: 57 x 51.5 x 26 cm, Product weight: 2.0 kg
Art-no 00259, EAN 4064251002592

NEW BOWL 70


